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from some approved authority. Such sudden meta-
morphoses in the style of discourse will not be unfamiliar
to those conversant with Russian literature.'x It is true
that in Dostoyevsky's novels non sequiturs are frequent, but
the great majority of Soviet scientists do not imitate
Dostoyevsky, and in their writing argument is quite clearly
developed. Not so the writing of Lysenko, which carries
its arguments by quoting authority, denouncing heresy,
making innuendoes about the presumed motives of other
authors, and appealing to utility as a test of truth.
The first and highest authority is the literature of dialec-
tical materialism. Any observation which illustrates some
principle from the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and
Stalin is a priori reliable and convincing. It is no. accident
that a conference on the 6 new genetics' was organised in
October 1939 by the editorial board of a magazine entitled
* Under the Banner of Marxism', From dialectical
materialism Lysenko's school draws its first important
principle: that since all matter is in a state of flux there
can be no stable hereditary characters, independent of the
environment; no so-called 'pure lines*, or constant
varieties, of crops. It has been the experience of genera-
tions of plant breeders that nature cannot be overcome by
nurture and that the intractability of living matter is an
obstacle to the rapid improvement of crops. The great
Soviet geneticists have been content to" work patiently
within the framework of classical genetics; but Lysenko
was impatient with this restriction. The disciple of Lysenko
caanot resign himself to the stability of nature. Nurture
must take charge over nature, at any rate within the
boundaries of the Soviet Union: for it is a principle of
dialectical materialism that it should be so.
The second approved authority on genetics is Darwin,
who believed that nature was not fixed, but was continually
-undergoing small variations. Darwin's writings have
1 Ibid., p. 23, They refer in particular to the writing of Lysenko
and his colleague Prezent.

